Study: Microsaccades needed for vision
Science Daily - The controversy focused on whether microsaccades — rapid, but minute, eye movements occurring when a person’s gaze is fixated — are responsible for visibility. Institute researchers resolved the debate by establishing microsaccades are indeed

Link in brain between sight and sound perception
RxPG - “What our experiment demonstrates is a fundamental principle of how the brain pays attention. The promise here is that because we are doing this in owls, we can get at the mechanisms of how this works.” By Stanford University Medical Center, Just

Launch of space satellite postponed
Science Daily - The launch vehicle was supposed to place the satellite, which is equipped with several advanced land observation units, into orbit 430 miles above Earth. The agency said the postponement of the launch, originally scheduled for Thursday morning from

Putting a Face on the First President
Scientific American - The big bang theory works better than ever. If only cosmologists could figure out that mysterious acceleration. By George Musser SNAPSHOT OF THE UNIVERSE at age 380,000 years was taken by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe. Earth is located
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